## Co-creating sustainable mobility at the neighbourhood level

**Course description**

What is co-creation, and how can it be used to begin transforming our neighbourhoods into more vibrant, livable spaces for all people who live, move, shop, attend schools and relax in them? From 2 – 30 September 2019, the EU Horizon 2020-funded CIVITAS SUNRISE project will offer an interactive, self-paced e-course for practitioners in city administrations who want to initiate and coordinate a co-creative process in one of their neighbourhoods. Learn step-by-step from our experts and six SUNRISE Action Neighbourhoods: Bremen (DE), Budapest (HU), Jerusalem (IL), Malmö (SE), Southend-on-Sea (UK) and Thessaloniki (GR)!

**Target audience**

Practitioners in city administrations who want to initiate and coordinate a co-creative process in one of their neighbourhoods

**Thematic area**

Public participation

**Date of release**

2 September 2019

**Associated with project**

SUNRISE

**Topic/ Team Tags:**

- [ ] CIM Team
- [ ] PLAN Team
- ☒ SOLUTIONS Team
- [ ] ITS
- [ ] Electromobility
- [ ] SUMP
- ☒ Participation
- [ ] Automation
- [ ] Modelling
Learning
☐ Active Mobility
☐ Good practice
☒ CIVITAS
☒ Evaluation
☒ Social inclusion
☐ TEN-T
☐ Public Transport

Service Tags:
☐ Project development
☐ Project management
☐ Monitoring & evaluation
☐ Consultation processes & network management
☐ Research & policy development
☒ Learning & exchange